Discussion Questions

1. The book opens with Kazim Ali writing, “I’ve always had a hard time answering the question, ‘Where are you from?’” [1] Ask each person that very question: Where are you from? Remember it doesn’t necessarily mean where do you live.

2. John Steinbeck is famously quoted as saying, “You can’t go home again because home has ceased to exist except in the mothballs of memory.” In *Northern Light*, much of the book concerns Ali’s efforts to return to the town—Jenpeg—he spent a few years living in as a child, which physically no longer exists. Many of us have similar experiences with the places we grew up. Even if we never leave, things change, sometimes so much as to make a place unrecognizable. What has changed where you live, or where you grew up, that is particularly significant?

3. In his search for Jenpeg, Ali discusses a connection to a place the rest of his family hardly even remembers. What is something from your childhood that lives strong in your memory that others who experienced the same time and place don’t even think about?

4. Chief Cathy Merrick of the Indigenous Pimicikamak people serves eviction papers to Manitoba Hydro, who built and own the dam known as the Jenpeg Generating Station. Among the reasons are that the Pimicikamak “homeland has been ruined,” and “the promises of fair treatment have been ignored.” [9] There are hydro power projects all over North America that have had similar impacts. In the United States, Missouri River dams submerged traditional lands and displaced thousands of Indigenous people. The same story exists up and down the Columbia River, leading to the collapse of salmon populations. I question for readers: where does your power come from? Is it hydro power? Whose lands did it affect?

5. Ali wonders about his father, who worked on the Jenpeg dam. Knowing or unknowing, Ali’s father’s efforts certainly contributed to the string of subsequent betrayals of trust and treaties that have had decades of subsequent repercussions. This is a complication that exists in most of our lives that so many of us justify against the need to “make a living.” What is something you have done in service to making a living in your own life that has impacted negatively on the lives of others?

6. As Ali seeks people to speak to about what has happened in Jenpeg, or Cross Lake, he often refers to conversations with Indigenous elders. Elders fulfill a critical role in Indigenous communities as the keepers of culture and language, but are often overlooked in modern settler culture. Are there any elders in your life who fulfill a similar role, and who are they?

7. After the sweat lodge ceremony, David “Lee Roy” Muswaggon says, “The land belongs to no one. If anything, we belong to it. There is no ‘nation’ here, just the land and the people who live on it and with it.” [56] Is there a particular place you belong to? How does your belonging to it manifest in your life?

8. Often the word “assimilation” is used to describe how Indigenous people are absorbed into the dominant settler colonial culture. Yet Ali describes how the “south of Canada has long had a fetish for the north, for the wilderness” and that the “classic image of Canadian life—hunting, fishing in pristine waters, snowmobiling or snowshoeing across white expanses—” is “Indigenous life.” [85] This suggests that the assimilation is actually being accomplished by the settlers, not the other way around, in a way that takes without really giving back. What are some other examples of this assimilation, or even cultural appropriation, that you see in the world around you that typically occurs without attention being drawn to it?

9. When Kazim Ali ultimately finds what remains of Jenpeg, he is sad. Yet how does this sadness over the loss of a temporary “company town” measure against the sadness of the Indigenous people and all they have lost? How do we come to terms with the disappearance of a settler community versus the disappearing of a generations-old culture that is being eliminated for the convenience of distant people who will never even visit the scene of that destruction?

10. Most of us come away angry from stories about how settler colonialism impacts Indigenous people, whether in North America or anywhere else in the world. Having read *Northern Light*, are you angry? If so, what are you going to do about it?

11. Indigenous communities are often plagued by writers from “outside” parachuting in to take their stories, report them with little context, and then leave. Kazim Ali lived in Jenpeg for only a few years as a child, then left. To complete his narrative in *Northern Light*, he returns, but only for a week, and then leaves again. We don’t know if he will return or not. Is this enough context to have a valid perspective on the community to share with the world? What gives him the right to tell this story of the Pimicikamak people?
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Tell us about your book club or classroom! Email Shannon at shannon_blackmer@milkweed.org to share your group’s experience with this Readers Guide.